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New Rose - The First Act 

It was London in the summer of 1980 I happened to be following my friend Chris 

Carr, a junior press agent, on his weekly round of the music papers. As I was idling 

in the background waiting for Chris to finish his duties we were just about to exit 

and make our way to a convivial watering hole when journalist Giovanni Dadomo 

called us back. "I’ve got a letter for you – from Paris". I pocketed the envelope with 

the thought that "this is odd" and proceeded into the night. 

The letter was indeed from Paris. Patrick Mathé, in his idiosyncratic script boldly 

stated, "Hello I am a French guy and with my partner Louis Thevenon want to 

set up a record label and we would like you to be our first act". Quite a flattering 

if unexpected offer. It then occurred to me how odd that apart from the absurd 

randomness of expectation that this letter would reach its destination i.e., me. 

Given that it had, I decided to ‘throw caution to the wind’ and rang the telephone 

number in the note. This was the first of a lifetime of telephone calls I have 

subsequently had with Patrick. Within a couple of days he and Louis arrived in 

London and in a haze of cigar smoke and pastis we agreed that we would release 

a record. What happened next is beautifully covered in this book.



bear-like HEC5 graduate doubling as the winner of 

a Victor Lanoux6 lookalike contest. The subsequent 

result could only be but uncanny.

So New Rose was propelled by this improbable 

coupling, with emphasis on improbable. 

Two partners twelve years apart from each other. 

One, Louis Thevenon, barely legal. Young but possibly 

hardened by life. Or an undiagnosed syndrome. 

No one knows. His sharing of personal information 

is utterly minimal, which is somewhat classy. He’s 

good looking, graceful, blond, as if painted by 

Pierre Joubert7 on a Signe de Piste collection cover, 

minus the pedonazism often laid by his brush. 

The Other, Patrick (Patrick, what else) Mathé, textbook 

seventies testo, drawn by Cabu8, assuming Cabu 

had considered an affable, good natured, debonair 

version of his iconic mustachioed dreadful rube of 

a brother in law.

Mustachioed, yes, for whiskers there indeed 

are! Thick. Unblushing and defiant amidst glabrous 

faces. God knows facial hair isn’t cool at the time. 

Frowned upon. Connotations-ridden. Terminally 

out. Some shave their head rather than looking the 

least hippyish. Or like a door-to-door salesman. 

Mathé doesn’t give a toss.

Pubic ‘stache. Stinky cigarillo permanently screwed 

to the mouth, though not the least reminiscent of 

Eastwood in an early Leone flick.

Thevenon, stylish, seldom spoke in vain. Schmoozing 

came to Mathé naturally, his congeniality the trait of 

a natural born merchant. So there. If memory serves 

correctly, Thevenon wasn’t without class. Mathé 

had an easy demeanor with people. 

These two adjoined extremes must have had in 

common their inadequacy, their awkwardness. 

as much of an identifying manifesto. Just as 

imperious. Just as constituent. The important was 

the rose4. The New Rose. Not, God forbid, Solferino’s. 

What it was not, however, was a pick-up place. 

Amongst the imported record racks, females are 

barely more represented than within the board of a 

CAC 40 company or an Afghan urologist’s waiting 

room. Truth is, to be honest, that for many a regular 

galoot, collecting provides a compensation of sorts. 

For lack of something, libidinous energy reroutes 

itself in the compulsive acquisition of colored vinyls 

and manic possession of limited editions. Singles 

for the singles. But even to those blessed with lesser 

sexual and sentimental misery, all this remains 

gendered worship and procurement. That’s how it 

was. Records were much more than music, just like 

books shall not be reduced to the printed text inside. 

The inanimate collectable object felt as though 

it had soul. New Rose welcomed, nurtured and 

exploited this neurosis.

And in what realtors would advertise as a “luminous 

and open space”. Not the High Fidelity jumble 

narrated by Nick Hornby. And without any Vernon 

Zermati nor Marc Subutex tyrannical bipolarity. We 

deride scientologists, but hear who’s talking. The 

hip and radical record shop à la French produced 

its share of haughty Zarathoustras in rock snob 

regalia, Wayfarers and Anello & Davide boots down 

to a T.

None of this here. No sadistic dandy. No mind-fucking 

of the customer. New Rose, insofar one wasn’t 

here to purchase YES, Supertramp or Electric Light 

Orchestra’s latest, was a welcoming place. Hospitable. 

Credit goes to the founding duo. An unlikely pairing. 

A modern art “installation”, a bunny-carp binomial, 

a film opposing a young David Bowie dead ringer, 

still Jones looking but with better teeth, to a Yogi 

 W 
hat could an independent record store in Paris in the early 80’s be akin to? A dope spot? 

A gas station? A neighborhood bar? A chapel? A VIP corner? An underground mosque? A bush 

dispensary? An essential goods outlet? A shooting parlor? 

What do its gregarious and pavlovian patrons first bring to mind? A cult? Devotees? The Afflicted? The chosen 

few? Addicts? Patsies? The Elite? 

What about the owners/managers? Those who ran the show? Those who kept shop? Deacons? Swindlers? 

Dealers? Clerks? Preachers? Vultures? 

And, in fact, the whole shebang, what to make of it? Why such a big fuss made around such a wee niche 

import-export operation, a mere case of supply and demand, columns on a balance sheet? How is this 

worthy of a book? So many are published already. 

I got a new rose I got it good

Guess I knew that I always would

Back in the bygone days of 1980 and the ensuing decade, to go see if the (new) rose had blossomed into 

nightly buttons required turning up, not as one would think, to rue Pierre Ronsard1, but rue Pierre Sarrazin, 

750062. For a motley aggregation of disparaged zealots of varying enlightenment, the path was mapped and 

a pitstop at the New Rose team stand posed a necessity, at least weekly. 

Granted, other legendary storefronts had popped up and operated in Paris or in the Provinces. Mostly 

cellars and caves, glorified hotchpotches. Whereas here, things were altogether clean, square, sober, 

of quite good taste. Post-punky already. Welcoming. Efficient. Albeit both lively and fervent. Despite its « hipper 

than thou » status, the place managed not to intimidate while maintaining maximal street credibility. It was 

always a kick to step inside. Predictably, the customer experience varied on weekdays (lower attendance, 

available staff, patient or even proselytizing, especially if a consequential sale seemed foreseeable) from the 

Saturday afternoon (over packed as an Abeline saloon on herd arrival night). A mess, on Saturday. Rock 

wholesale meat market.

Auctioneered melees, pending deliveries, till exhaustion of stocks. First come first served. In hordes, 

connoisseurs gather, set to obtain their fill. With safety in numbers, on occasions, once the shopping 

completed, while negotiating an unharmed return to Odéon or Boul’ Mich3. Not always but often, bald hawks 

lurking round the corner, the odd skinhead outfit preys on the errant, the poor little maverick schoolboy 

astray from his flock. Mugging then occurs. Still, it’s rare. Bit of folklore. Some added spice. Memory tends to 

embellish, in this case worsen, with unabashed delight.

New Rose was ritualistic Saturday shopping for a certain segment of youth, aesthetically attuned with 

the energy of its time. No Walmart, no mall the kind US youngsters go to in shitty teen movies. But just 

1 French poet (1524 -1585)

2 Postal code for the 6th area of Paris

3 Odéon and Boulevard Saint Michel, Latin Quarter

4 Reference to the 1967 song L’important c’est la 

Rose by Gilbert Bécaud. The rose is also the emblem 

of the French Socialist Party whose headquarters are 

historically set Rue de Solferino, in Paris.

5 Prestigious French business school. 

6 Well known French actor (1936-2017), epitome of good nature.

7 French illustrator (1910-2002) of adolescent scout stories.  

Now considered as ambiguous litterature.

8 Famous French cartoonist killed at Charlie Hebdo 

   office on january 7th 2015



their own. Great hall, Zen space, DMZ. Therefore 

to all on either side of the cash register, staff and 

patrons alike, New Rose was a beautiful adventure. 

An excellent adventure. Until the day of. 

I

 can’t stop to mess around

I got a brand new rose in town

Cuz one day, as times do, times went on. Customers 

moved on. Tenants moved on. Hey, Rock’n’Roll 

moved on, even if the where to’s kinda moot. But for 

a while, a good, long while, it has been happening 

here. Here it took place. This book revives it all. Telling 

it like it was. Both to those who shall get misty eyed 

over the snippets, shreds and artifacts of their long 

gone dissolute youth. And to their offspring, born long 

after the fact, who will catch themselves thinking, 

Jeeeze! Them old boomer bastards just been so 

damn lucky, having a store like that they could go to 

and hang and chill and, yunno, spend some green.

And right they’ll be.

For fun it was, while it lasted.

And then you die.

Laurent Chalumeau

everything they issued and nearly till the end. They 

didn’t last long enough to become cynical. Bottom 

line conscious, no doubt, but never solely fueled by 

sheer greed. They blew up just on time, before it got 

ugly, and so as to not become so. Right they were. 

Their story deserved to remain almost intact. 

This for a simple yet beautiful reason: even if it’s 

about making a margin at the margins’ expense, 

independent Rock’n’Roll record pushing isn’t your 

average retail entrepreneurship. Some measure of 

unexpected soul somehow invites itself into the 

equation.

Back in those days, late seventies, early eighties, 

one had but two options: from fifteen through 

twenty-five years of age, you either were politicized, 

or you weren’t.

Amongst the former, on one side stood your  

“revolutionaries”, daydreaming the advent of a 

Chinese gulag that would purge Giscardian society 

or bereted Guevara wannabe’s training for guerilla 

in the Luxembourg gardens9. Over a certain amount 

of millions, the dead and imprisoned elated them 

like an art form. A milky way. A purifying breeze. 

Right across the ideological avenue stood the Assas 

campus10, full of verdigris Loden coats enamored 

with Pinochet, committed, crow bars in hands, to 

defend tooth and claw the endemic inequalities of 

this world and the God given right things had to 

remain unimproved. 

Rest assured. Though at the time this extreme 

posturing didn’t necessarily make any of them pride 

of a nation material, later on, some morphed with 

ease into advertisement honchos, media moguls, 

ruthless CEO’s, free stock option holders and IPO 

beneficiaries. Boys will be boys, and let bygones 

be spilt milk under the bridge. Maoïsm? Fascism? 

Nothing here that should keep one from eventually 

running Air France or Lagardere Active. 

Elsewhere, clear of the selected Reds and Fascists 

that History had called, ambled the carefree, the 

brainless petit-bourgeois individualists who collected 

records. Their “revolution”, inasmuch it qualified as 

one, didn’t fill-up labor camps or mass graves. It 

packed concert halls and smokey bars. One can 

only imagine the abyssal contempt in which dye in 

the wool activists kept the harmlessness of those 

convinced the way their youth could develop some 

urgency and relevance was Rock’n’roll. Outside of 

it, no salvation. Rock was the answer. That’s where 

it was at. What can a poor boy do but play in a 

rock & roll band. Jagger’s cute. Easier sung than 

done! Obviously, in order to accept Rock’n’Roll as 

your personal savior or live by its precepts, the 

best course was to form a band and if so, may 

it be the Stones, The Clash or the E-Street Band. 

But what of those terminally devoid of the required 

talent? How could they still welcome the force of 

rock into their lives? Well, kind of like the airline 

personnel who discriminate between the airborne 

aristocracy and the “crawling” ground crews (crucial 

to the flying of the former though the latter may be), 

a similar pecking order and caste system could 

be observed in Rock’n’Roll; there was the nobility, 

the toffs who published albums and played live, 

enriched in return by serviceable masses of record 

and ticket buying fans. Connecting the two, like a 

clergy or an intermediate entity, gravitated those who, 

unfit for actual musical service, printed fanzines, 

booked shows, freelanced at Rock & Folk11, founded 

an indy label or set-up shop, all as a simulation/ 

sublimation of, or substitution for, guitar-bass-and 

drum playing, pursued through other means. 

New Rose was the hub, the agora and the sandbox 

of these people, grateful for a spot they could call 

Chances are Louis had been deemed “different” in 

his teens. His precocious, obsessive, demanding 

bulimia for culture could only set him apart. Mathé’s 

cheap cigars and his trucker’s whiskers probably 

stood out like spilled red wine on his Business 

school alumni’s tablecloth. Both, once teamed up, 

have scores to settle, pounds of flesh to claim.

Without spelling it out, their partnership mimics the 

way rock bands are formed. New Rose in spite of 

the “blond + stache” appearances, isn’t a duet à 

la Hall & Oates, rather a Rock’n’Roll trio Johnny 

Burnette style. Two front men, but in the back, 

eclipsed though decisive, stealthy but essential, the 

way a rhythm section is, a lady, Louis’s mother, 

who held the books and thus kept the beat steady. 

What glued the two together was obviously music, 

or more accurately records. They loved them to the 

point of devoting all day everyday to the buying of 

those they would sell afterwards. Until the day those 

tradings were no longer enough while along came 

the urge of producing their own. New Rose the store 

grew into New Rose the label. 

Some nice stuff thus saw the light of day. A handful 

of important albums. The label’s editorial line was 

eclectic and wide open, with a catalog that mirrored 

the owners’ whims and impulses, to the point of 

prompting analogies with an ambulance, social 

services or a garbage truck.

As the saying goes, it is those who love who are 

right. And in hindsight, thirty or so years later, right 

have indeed been the ones who did. Those who 

loved can thank life. Hence more power to Calvin 

Russell and his Patrick Mathé engineered Warholian 

fifteen minutes of fame. Similarly, good for those — 

inasmuch they exist — who experienced intense 

junky swooning and O.D’s by proxy through Johnny 

Thunders’ mistaking his plectrum and spoon while 

using his syringe as a bottleneck. It’s those who 

loved who were right. And that’s what did the 

trick:  Mathé and Thevenon genuinely loved almost 

9 Huge garden located next to Senate in the 6th area. 

10 Panthéon - ASSAS Paris II University, often  

considered to be « right wing » oriented.

11 Famous French rock magazine founded in 1966, 

equivalent to Rolling Stone Magazine.



Patrick dealt with the wholesale to record shops 

outside Paris and export. 

They traveled together to London to meet with Geoff 

Travis (Rough Trade), Larry Debay (Bizarre), Steve 

Melhuish (Bonaparte), Dave Robinson and Jake 

Riviera (Stiff), Ted Caroll (Rock on – Chiswick), Joly 

MacFie (Better Badges) to stock up. 

Patrick was available and gracious, Louis was 

introvert, almost antisocial almost. Throughout 

those two years at Music Box, despite opposite 

characters, the duo took roots. 

Among the sellers, there were Fabien, aka 

Chouchoune (gone before Louis’ arrival), Odile and 

Anne, then Luis. Odile and Anne were figures on 

the French punk scene. Odile/Miss O.D. (voice), 

Anne/Janie Jones (base) and Caroline/Caro (guitar) 

made the ephemerous Groupies with Louis as their 

drummer for a single rehearsal session in a cave 

from les Halles. 

In the Store, there were mostly beautiful records, 

nowhere to be found: novelties (Clash or Buzzcocks

release a new 7" every month) or American cut-outs 

(Seeds, 13th Floor Elevators). I remember finding 

out a bunch of wonderful items such as The Cramps 

first two 7", Rock Lobster by the B52’s or Devo’s 

Mongoloïd and his beautiful gatefold cover.

  

To attend Music Box was also to enrich one’s 

vocabulary (Gatefold and inner sleeve, lyrics sheet, 

LP, singles, 7, 10 and 12 inches…), an insider’s 

language. 

We can give thanks to Patrick Mathé who can order 

in a heartbeat from Bernie Rhodes, 500 copies of the 

first Subway Sect 7" and likewise quantity stateside.

David Bowie’s Rebel Rebel 7" in a Prisunic store. 

His name is Louis Thevenon.

 

Louis Thevenon

Born in Paris. Highschooler. Courier during summer 

break, Christmas tree deliverer during winter break. 

With the money made, bought a cassette recorder 

to tape concerts. 

Patrick agreed to this surprising request. Louis 

worked on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays. He 

was paid with records… short circuit. The handlebar 

guy and the hairless kid were twelve years apart. 

Both were born in May, two Taurus. Essential in 

common: the MUSIC.

Mathé/Thevenon – Thevenon/Mathé: Mathévenon. 

They didn’t know it yet, but they signed up for fifteen 

years of common life. In September 1977, Louis 

became a full time employee. Patrick gave him more 

and more responsibilities. He handled the mail-orders, 

the publisher’s orders, the advertisement, design 

and manufacturing of the t-shirts.

Behind, a wall of albums to make you dream. Stooges, 

Damned, Bob Marley, Clash, Dillinger, Ramones, 

Slaughter & the Dogs, Jam, Peter Tosh, Eater, 

Buzzocks, Dead Boys, Dr. Feelgood, 999, U-Roy, 

Richard Hell and the Vodoïds, Tapper Zukie, Wire, 

Suicide, Stranglers, Real Kids, Israel Vibration, 

Residents, Velvet Underground, Boys, Television, 

Brian Eno, Burning Spear, Penetration, Sham 69, 

MC5, Wayne County and the Electric Chairs, Saints, 

X-Ray Spex, Dictators, Sex Pistols, Chrome, Devo, 

Big Youth, Dogs, Heartbreakers, Throbbing Gristle, 

Modern Lovers, Culture, Talking Heads, Adverts, 

Cortinas, Max Romeo, Alternative TV, Only Ones, 

Flamin’ Groovies, Motorhead, Gregory Isaacs, 

Blondie, Pere Ubu, Lurkers, Eddie & the Hot Rods, 

Elvis Costello, Lee Perry, New York Dolls, Vibrators, 

Steel Pulse, Patti Smith, Ian Dury, Radio Birdman, 

David Bowie, Gladiators, Iggy Pop… to quote a few.

Music Box belonged to the director of a training 

company whose headquarters were located on the 

first floor, he hired Patrick Mathé. 

Patrick Mathé.

Born in Moulins. He graduated from the prestigious 

HEC (School of High Business Studies.) A promising 

executive career on the horizon, his path seemed 

all drawn until the day he met the CEO of RCA. He’ll 

now lay his groove in music. With his diploma, 

he became head of sales at RCA. After his military 

service in 1975, he created a record store chain 

Sirènes (with Edouard Aprahamian and Jean Louis 

Tersiguel) without the expected success. He became 

head of Music Box in 1977.

 

Among the kids coming to fill up with energy, one 

of them asked for a job at the store. He was 16, 

shy but crazy about rock ever since he stole the 

Before history, prehistory

Without going back to July 18th 1953, when a 

young Elvis paid 4 dollars to record and print a 

couple songs for his mother’s birthday, we have to 

concentrate and remember that Paris in 1977, was 

the epicenter of a formidable blast.

 

The Open Market finally shut down, we won’t come 

to the rue des Lombards anymore in order to get 

"yelled at."

At the same time, on the other bank of the Seine, 

behind the place de l’Odéon, 25 Rue Saint-Sulpice, 

a pagan temple opened: Music Box. The store was 

located near the Saint-Sulpice church, so loved by 

Huysmans, stuck between hotels for quick meet-

ups, fashion shops and religious souvenirs sellers. 

A vertical billboard told the connoisseurs that 

they’ve safely made it to buy precious British, US 

or Jamaican imports as well as badges, t-shirts 

and posters.

Rock and reggae in stock, double LP Saturday 

Night Fever was the only exception. In 1977, the 

general audience was more into disco than punk. 

Many copies of the soundtrack were sold everyday 

to passing fellows to meet the revenue. The punk 7" 

were contained in a couple of shoeboxes on the left 

of the counter. On the right sat the old cash register.

MUSIC BOX
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1978, a rasta came to the store with a master tape. 

Jah Woosh was looking to license his album in 

France. Patrick, thrilled, decided to release Marijuana 

World Tour, first output of Flamingo Records. Louis 

designed the logo as a homage to the Flamin' 

Groovies. 5 albums came out on the label, 

distributed by Carrère: Jah Woosh, Extraballe, 

R. Stevie Moore, The Count and C.O.M.A. ; the last 

three made the cut to New Rose. A 12” project by 

the Guilty Razors, including their cover of Lucifer 

Sam, never came to fruition. While reading through 

the C.O.M.A. album credits, it’s worth noticing that 

Patrick played the harmonica on one track. 

He would do so on a regular basis, during studio 

sessions or on stage with various New Rose 

artists (The Saints, Les Soucoupes Violentes, 

Calvin Russell…).

1978, Philippe Ross, Patrick Blain (ex-members of 

the band Chaos) and Philippe Huart, customers of 

Music Box, formed C.O.M.A. (Clinik Organik Musak 

Anatomik). They signed with Flamingo Records, 

the album came out in 1979. Rehearsals at the 

Quai de la Gare studios in preparation of their one 

and only concert at Le Palace for the Bleu, Blanc, 

Rock! festival.   

Robert Fripp, between two shows at Le Palace, 

played his Frippertronics at the store on may 25th 

1979 among a bunch of starstruck fans.  

Musicians, filmmakers, journalists and critics hung 

out there in the afternoon. Nighttime was gig time, 

Louis taped them all. Some of these records would  

become bootlegs.  

1979, Patrick left Music Box to join the major record 

company Phonogram. Louis was made store director. 

The duo kept in touch. Very soon, Patrick was bored 

boulevard de l’Hôpital (headquarters of Phonogram). 

In the fall, Music Box closed. Louis had to fight to 

get his due. One morning he managed to do so and 

walked out with a check. In the street, Patrick, cigar 

in the lips, awaited.  

of the Cramps from Vengeance or Devo from Booji 

Boy. Same for Pere Ubu, Chrome, Residents, 

Armand Schaubroeck, The Parasites of the Western 

World or The Count Joe Viglione. Through these 

unbelievable orders, links were made with Damon 

Edge, Mark Mothersbaugh, Poison Ivy and Lux 

Interior. Seemed like nothing but these contacts 

were foundation for the future. 
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future clients called every day. The store finally 

opened its doors on April 1st 1980. The showcase 

window having been delayed, the crowd gathered 

by a wooden storefront. The trays were half empty 

but the window case of badges was full of jewels. 

Novelties, Japanese imports, picture-discs and 

t-shirts covered the walls.

"I Got a brand new rose in town"

That first of April was no April Fool's Day, it was a 

thunderstorm that rocked the decade. During spring 

1980, as an explorer looking out for a promise 

land, I stumbled upon the rue Pierre Sarrazin which 

became my place of pilgrimage like many of my 

kind. Before stepping in, one spent many minutes 

staring at the album covers tied with bulldog 

clips to nylon yarns. “Luxe intérieur”: black walls 

enhanced with a thin pink line, ground paved with 

black slabs. Inside the trays like in Great Britain, 

the album sleeves were empty. A novelty in France, 

an aberration according to records sellers. The 

professional thieves who came early on to map out 

the place walked out vexed.

Near the register, the 7" trays, then the badges window 

case whose rock fans were great consumers. Lat-

er on, came stands to display New Rose label’s 

records. One found a few bootlegs too, stocked 

under the counter. I encountered at the store one 

of the most famous French bootleggers, a certain 

Johnny T.

Youngsters with a limited budget were seduced by 

appealing ideas: the monthly record at a discount, 

the reward card or the concert tickets sold without 

a fee. On the wall behind the counter, the foreign 

press was sold at a low price compared to the usual 

news stand. Sounds, NME, Melody Maker, Record 

Mirror, Maximum Rock’n’Roll… later on The Face, 

Blitz, Flexipop, i-D, Record Collector, Smash Hits, 

Kerrang, RE/Search… true umbilical cords among 

Parisians, provincials and the English-speaking 

world. Last but not least, the fanzines: New Wave, 

Abus Dangereux, Spliff, Rock Hardi, Agent Orange, 

Fun, On est pas des sauvages, Gloria, Losers, 

Happy Taxpayers, Going Loco, Revue et Corrigée, le 

Légume du Jour, Alerte rouge, Creepy Crawly, On a 

faim!, Kanaï, les Héros du Peuple sont immortels, 

le Dékapsuleur, Gig, Tuez les tous!, Bruits et 

Graffitis, Est-ce bien raisonnable, Nineteen, Mea 

Culpa, Worst, Prémonition, Out of Nowhere, Another 

view, Magic Mushroom… Those of the Béru, of 

Lydie Goubard (Burning Rome) or David Dufresne 

(Tant qu’il y aura du rock, Combo!). Or Les 

Inrockuptibles which at its launch, was only available 

at record stores. On a board, a listing of gig dates 

whose posters were taped to the counter.

On the left between two lines of trays, was a stone 

wall decorated with the New Rose logo. In the back, 

the cassettes display stands. 

The store also became an essential place for 

independent productions. One day, Mona and Spatz 

(Kas Product) showed up with their first EP. Patrick 

and Louis, impressed by the record, took all the 

available copies.

Customers smoked in the store. Despite a big 

ashtray siting near the register, many cigarette butts 

covered the ground. New Rose was an innovative 

location for the country, unique and inspired from 

its British counterparts. Rough Trade, Rock On, 

Bonaparte, Beggars Banquet, Small Wonder... 

stores that became labels.

New Rose the ultimate Rock’n’Roll Station

Who better than a messed-up Vince Taylor, at the end 

of the road, to tell it. “We are in Rock’n’roll station… 

What a strange story. Everything is possible”.

In the fall of 1979, Patrick and Louis, unemployed, 

spent time together. They talked music while having 

drinks, watched movies and played pinball. Louis 

approached Patrick with the idea of setting up a 

store. He lit up his cigar with a laugh and agreed. 

Complicity, complementarity, the pact was sealed.

 

Louis jumped on his scooter and canvassed the 

Latin Quarter looking out for a shop to rent. Fate 

led him to a small side street stuck between the 

Boulevard Saint Michel and the Medecine school 

street. He found two stores closed up with decayed 

wooden planks at number 7 rue Pierre Sarrazin.

These remnants of the past belonged to Hachette1. 

Patrick and Louis chose the smallest 60m2 one, 

less expensive. Inside laid a dirt floor along with 

rough walls. The second commercial space would 

be rented by a sport camp company that went 

bankrupt a year later. New Rose got it to set-up its 

wholesale and export services.

 

October 22nd 1976, the first 7" British punk record 

was released on Stiff Records, the band's name was 

The Damned. The side A track, composed by Brian 

James was called New Rose. A founding title.

Seven letters, two syllables, one brand. Louis found 

it an ideal name for the store; Patrick who is another 

fan of the band, was ok. In the coming years, other 

Damned titles became inspiration: the Fan Club and 

Lively Art labels, the Sanity Clause Music publishing 

company, the History of the World compilation or CD 

single series Neat Neat Neat.  

Everything was left to create, to build, to invent. 

The New Rose company statutes were registered on 

December 4th 1979. The 20 000 francs capital was 

divided as such between three partners: 

- Patrick Mathé 70 shares

- Louis Thevenon 70 shares

- Arlette Thevenon (Louis’ mother) 60 shares

Louis and his mother added 70 000 francs on the 

bank account to cover the warranty, to fund the 

renovation and buy the first record stock. Louis 

was the manager of the company, his mother the 

accountant, Patrick the commercial director.  

1987: the company’s capital went up to 300 000 

francs.

Except for the store windows and the concrete slab, 

the founding duo achieved the renovation work 

by themselves, helped by a couple of friends, ex- 

members of COMA, who became partners through 

the adventure: Patrick Blain, later AKA Charles de 

Goal, and Philippe Huart, designer of the New Rose 

logo as well as the record covers.

The two partners went to London in Patrick’s  

Citroën DS to find stuff to fill up the store’s trays. Meet-

ups at Rough Trade, Windsong, Bonaparte, Better 

Badges… On the way back they got hold up for 

hours by customs noticing their car full of records. 

The arrival of a truck full of paintings saved them 

as custom offices smelled a bigger fish. They were 

let go.

Since the publishing of an ad in Best magazine 

announcing the opening of the store for March,  
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Even if the store window was tagged and broken 

a few times, New Rose wasn’t a partisan place, 

all tribes were presented. Mods, novos, red skins, 

goths, rude boys, new romantics, Iroquoian or 

historical punks, psychos, white rastas, sweet 

skinheads… eccentric and stateless music lovers 

of all kinds were there. And of course the “gluey”, 

asking for plastic bags in order to sniff glue in the 

streets. Many chapels mixed together or fought 

together sometimes when hardcore skins showed 

up trying to enforce their law prior to being pushed 

back with tear gas. It happened that a few customers 

got stripped off exiting the store. This cumbersome 

side of that urban folklore ended with a settling of 

score involving a rifle between punks and skins. The 

absence of girls in this universe was a notable and 

sad inconvenience. Those who managed to pick-up 

a chick in this den of iniquity are very few. I had 

that luck.

The store was a meeting place where we got 

informed, where the ear was educated. Personally, 

I tried to avoid overcrowded Saturdays. We felt 

good at New Rose. Sellers informed, advised, 

developed affinities with time. Each week there were 

new sounds to discover. Sometimes a name or an 

unusual cover caught the eye. A promise or a simple 

invitation to uncover unknown universes. The 

album wall was the perfect example: a patchwork 

where all mixes were allowed.

I remember the first Jesus and Mary Chain 7", 

the most exquisite of noises since the Velvet’s 

European Song. People got closer to the register and 

constantly asked for the name of the band that was 

on. In 1980, it was Colossal Youth by the Young 

Marble Giants. In 1983, Blue Monday by New Order. 

In 1991, Nevermind by Nirvana. Examples among 

many. We were on the look out for limited releases, 

remixes and unpublished B sides of a cult band 

or the hundredth live of Psychic TV. Gerald with 

time, went on to know my taste. He gave me all the 

Australian or Scandinavian combos. The Prime 

Mover / FFA of The Leather Nun was a shock. The 

cover showing a topless flogging nun was in itself 

a divine promise. 

Sometimes, in the late afternoon, you can hear 

music coming from the distribution basement. 

Patrick and Louis, first on guitar, second on drums, 

making noise. The years went by. 1989, the 

distribution moved on the other side of the ring road, 

at Kremlin-Bicêtre, in more spacious premises. 

The store moved in place of the distribution offices 

on rue Pierre-Sarrazin. The lease of the first store 

was handed over to Blue Moon, a record shop 

specialized in reggae. 

At the beginning it was just the store and the 

mail-order. Patrick and Louis handled everything.  

Orders, sales, mail-orders, packages, postal services, 

banking, cleaning… On Friday night when the 

delivery man couldn’t make it, it was a round trip to 

Garanor – the Aulnay cargo area – to get the British 

arrivals. The goal: to make sure that the novelties 

were in place on Saturday morning.

Philippe Huart quickly replaced a short-lived 

employee, other took up the mantle. Gerald Guignot 

from 1982 to 1989, Philippe Marie from 1986 to 

1992. At the mail order followed among others, 

Laurent Curé, Gilles Poussin, Jean Sabouraud, 

Thierry Sobezyk, Eric Bedel and Daniel Dauxerre. 

At its peak, mail-order catalogues were printed at 

3000 copies.  

The birth of the Walkman improved the lives of 

inmates on a daily basis, as well as conscripts 

or expat légionnaires. A cassette order and music 

turned into escaping.

We could meet cool people at the store. A young 

and unknown Béatrice Dalle encore inconnue, Ado 

Kyrou, Jean Sarus des Charlots, Jacky Jakubowicz, 

Carlos Alomar, Jean-Pierre Turmel, Etienne Daho, 

F.J. Ossang, Colin Newman, Ramon Pipin, 

Genesis P-Orridge, Dominique Laboubée, Philippe 

Vuillemin, Jackie Berroyer, Bernard Lenoir, 

Lionel Herrmani, Alain Maneval, Captain Sensible, 

Philippe Manœuvre…

We could meet the in-house artists too, so 

one can get an autograph: Lyres, Dramarama, 

Real Kids ou Cramps, Chris Bailey, Alex Chilton, 

Johnny Thunders, Jello Biafra, Chris Spedding, 

Bo Diddley, Willie Loco, Tav Falco, Elliott Murphy, 

Jeffrey Lee Pierce, Brian James, Bruce Joyner ou 

Calvin Russell… quite a team.

The New Rose store however, was about its customer 

first and foremost: everyday, starting at 11am, some 

were waiting for the opening. At 7.30pm, one pushed 

the laggards outside or went the extra time. On 

Saturday, it didn’t fail. At Christmas, it was hell.

Grandmas showed up with lists in hands and left 

with Crass, Einsturzende Neubauten, Discharge, 

Throbbing Gristle or Oberkampf for their grand 

children.
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founding track New Rose. We have thus come full 

circle. The two partners split up. Patrick kept New 

Rose Records. Louis created Single K.O., a company 

combining the store and his new label (distributed 

by Virgin). 

1992: Louis shut down Single K.O., Patrick sold 

New Rose to FNAC music / GMF. 

The 80's saw the emergence of the alternative 

scene, independent labels, fanzines and free 

radio. New Rose was the epicenter. Everything that 

was done outside the majors went through the rue 

Pierre-Sarrazin. New Rose remained the marker of 

an era for a whole generation.

by Alex Chilton, Les Soucoupes violentes by Elliott 

Murphy, Mad Daddys by Lux & Ivy. In the same 

spirit, the New Rose bands covered songs from other 

in-house artists for the album Play New Rose for me, 

or shared the billboard during shows. 

Over the years, the company grew. 

1981: renting of an office above the store, to 

accommodate the accounting department and the 

press agent. 

1982: installation of the distribution in the second 

premises on rue Pierre-Sarrazin. 

1983: renting of another office on the second floor. 

1984: creation of the publishing company Sanity 

Clause Music. 

1985: press agent in London, Chris Carr. 

1988: move of the distribution to Kremlin-Bicêtre, 

25 rue du général Leclerc. 

Summer 1989: Patrick, while visiting Austin met 

Calvin Russell at a party. At the end of the evening, 

the Texan gave him a tape. Patrick listened to it on 

the plane and called Calvin as soon as he returned 

to Paris. The first album A Crack in Time was a 

success. The following Sounds From The Fourth 

World became a gold disc, the biggest sale on the 

label. 

1990: Release of a Brian James album on the 

label, guitarist of The Damned and composer of the 

As soon as the store opened, it was a success. 

With the Flamingo Records experience, Patrick 

and Louis decided to set up a label. But who to 

start with? Among the bands they liked the most 

were The Saints who had not released anything 

since the fabulous Prehistoric Sounds in 1978. Via 

Giovanni Dadomo (Sounds magazine) Patrick got the 

contact of Chris Bailey. July 1980, first release on New 

Rose Records: Paralytic Tonight, Dublin Tomorrow 

by the Saints (NEW 1). After having distributed three 

albums (The Saints, Willie Alexander, The Troggs) 

RCA refused those of the Gun Club and La Souris 

Déglinguée. These refusals pushed New Rose to 

develop its own distribution. At the same time many 

independent labels were created, New Rose ensuring 

pressing and distribution. 

Links were forged between the rue Pierre-Sarrazin 

and the distributed foreign labels. Ivo Watts-Russell, 

from 4AD, proposed to release the 7" of Bauhaus 

Satori in Paris on New Rose (NEW 12). The band 

Crass asked the Parisian label to press their 

flexi-disc Sheep Farming in the Falklands. The 

song denouncing the Falklands war, English 

companies refused to manufacture it. New Rose 

greenlighted it and sent 20 000 copies to England. 

As for the Saints, a piece of advice from Youri 

Lenquette (Best magazine) established the connection 

with Alex Chilton in New York. 

Networks were being built between Paris and Boston, 

Austin or Memphis. Thus, thanks to Joe Viglione, 

New Rose signed Willie Alexander and Johnny 

Thunders. Tav Falco sponsored Charlie Feathers. 

One band brought another. Contacts from Music 

Box time allowed new contracts with the Cramps, 

Devo or Damon Edge (Chrome). The collaborations 

between artists multiplied. Lolitas, Mike Mc Clintock, 

Robert Gordon were produced by Chris Spedding. 

Carmaig De Forest, Lolitas, Tav Falco, The Gories 

NEW ROSE RECORDS

We launched the New Rose ministore as an 

independent snub to the Virgin Megastore that just 

opened on the Champs Elysées. The new place, 

a bit bigger than the old one retained the same 

layout. Clear walls and pink beams, news bins 

and New Rose logo on the spot. CDs, videos and 

concert flyer displays showed up. In the back, the 

office behind a glass door.  

1990: the two partners split up. Patrick kept the  

label. Louis launched Single KO, an entity made up 

of the store and a new record company.  

On February 14th and 15th Wreckless Eric performed 

two shows at the store. The event was capured on 

vinyl, one of the final ones from the label.  

1991: the store sold a bunch of Nevermind Vinyl 

copies by Nirvana, their French record company 

having only distributed  the CD version. The 

horrendous CD won. So long embossed double 

covers, colored vinyls, multiple formats and neat 

pressing. Everything was now small: sound, cover, 

pictures and booklets. The rock item, in his original 

form, was endangered. The end of an Era, the most 

glorious, the most exciting, the most beautiful.  

1992: the store closes.    

NEW ROSE MINISTORE
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Taxi Girl

Re-release of Cherchez le Garçon (1988) and 

Seppuku (1989). Then Suite et fin (1989) and the 

live album Quelque part dans Paris (1990). First 

albums of Juliette et les Indépendants (1988) and 

Mirwais (1990) published on New Rose.

1992, Mirwais settled in the store’s basement to 

record the basics for the second album of Juliette, 

14 Juillet, released on Chrysalis.

Kas Product

Summer 1989, Louis stumbled upon Spatsz during 

a party in Hossegor, ten years after their initial  

encounter. He offered to release an album of their 

first recordings. Spatsz spoke to Mona, the record 

Black and Noir came out in 1990.

Philippe Huart 

Graduated from the ESAM Design School in 1974, he  

became an illustrator and a graphic artist for books 

and record publishers. Meanwhile, he became an 

art painter. He encountered Louis and Patrick at 

Music Box. (ie C.O.M.A.). In January 1980, they 

entrusted him with the visual identity of the soon 

to open New Rose record store before designing 

the album covers at the launch of the label. 1992, 

Philippe Huart opened his first personal exhibition 

in an Art gallery. He worked his two jobs until 1995 

when he decided to only devote himself to painting. 

His art is exhibited in France and all over the world.

Pearl Cholley 

A customer from the very beginning, she’s spotted 

with a sketching portfolio by Philipp Huart whom 

she befriended. He advised her to go to the ESAM 

Design school where she graduated in 1985. 

Soon, she joined Phillip in the conception of 

many artworks. In 1995, she worked for various 

communication agencies. She created books and 

catalogues for art galleries, exhibits, art publishers 

and artists. She became a contemporary art curator.

Huart / Cholley 

Philippe Huart, freelance seller at New Rose and 

Pearl Cholley, art student and customer met at the 

store in 1980. Pearl became his assistant, then his 

partner in 1984. Aside from New Rose, the couple 

will go on to create many album covers for the 

music industry (Serge Gainsbourg, Barbara, 

Marc Seberg, Renaud, Alain Bashung, Noir Désir, 

Jane Birkin …).  

The Cramps

After the show, Lux and Ivy requested to visit Paris’ 

hot spots. Patrick and Louis led them to Pigalle and 

rue Saint Denis. Fascinated by the nocturnal ballet of 

love seekers, Lux took pictures. A swarm of vindictive 

prostitutes, startled by the flash soon surrounded the 

car. After a few apologies – foreigners… not knowing… 

sorry – the dangerous combination vanished. 

1990: to celebrate New Rose ten years anniversary, 

a three CD boxset titled Rock’n’Rose was released 

(5000 copies). Four shows given by various 

bands of the label took place in November.

Two live albums came out, one with the French  

artists, the other with the international ones. 
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1983, Phillipe Huart et Louis Thevenon booked 

a day at Patrick Woindrich’ WW studio in order 

to have serious fun among friends. With the help 

of Patrick Blain, Pearl Cholley, Philippe Ross and 

Claude Lamany, a cover of Bauhaus Stygmata Martyr 

followed by a few impros were recorded. The 

decision to make a record out of it was taken and a 

name for the “band” quickly found. 

The cryptic cover was embossed with a flap and 

a picture of Pearl posing for a Philippe painting 

underneath. The fragile item, had to be be foil 

wrapped. 1000 copies were printed and distributed 

by New Rose.

Alain Duplantier

Born in Dax. Graduated from the ETPA Toulouse 

in 1983. Got involved in the launch of the fanzine 

On est pas des Sauvages where his first pictures 

were published. He moved to Paris. Worked at the 

studio Première Heure where he was, sometimes, 

Jean-Baptiste Mondino’s set assistant. 1985, 

Valérie Demoulin introduced him to Louis, who 

entrusted him with the press photo prints of New 

Rose artists. 1986, he photographed Alex Chilton 

during his concert at the Rex Club. His pictures 

were used for the cover of No Sex. Ensued years of  

collaboration with New Rose. In 1993/1994 between 

various videos and advertisement gigs he left for 

Sarajevo with JC Bourcart to make the fiction film 

Elvis. A guerilla shoot in the middle of the war. Since 

2000, he’s a feature film cinematographer in France 

and abroad.
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